Front-end in my career (all other “front-end free” activities can be found in regular CV)
Name, birthdate, speciality
: Andrei Vishneuski, 12/02/1975, Software Engineer
Applied front-end technologies: CGI, HTML, XForms, CSS, JavaScript, JQuery, JQuery Mobile, Java AWT, Java SWING, J2ME,
Java Applet, Eclipse SWT, .NET C#, JSP, Struts, JSF, PrimeFaces, RichFaces, Vaadin, JS Zebra UI/Easy OOP
Screenshots that are shown in this document are made from real applications

1995, 3d course student of
University of Computer
Science and Radio
Electronics, Minsk,
Belarus
“Pattern recognition” labs. work,
was developed using graphical
user interface library written by
me. The UI was developed from
scratch with Turbo Pascal 7.0,
MS-DOS. It worked in MS-DOS
and didn’t require MS Windows. It
included components for 3D/2D
charts. See screenshot at the
right side.
This is the starting point of my
front-end story.

1997-2001 Software
Developer, Lead
Developer, Team Leader,
CAF, Minsk, Belarus.
Java, Java Applets:
Java 1.0 had just appeared. Java
applets were becoming top trend,
but Java AWT (abstract widgets
toolkit) had very limited number of
UI components. I had to develop
a lot of extra Java UI components
like grid, tree view, masked input
fields, buttons, split panel, combo,
labels, charts library, and many
other.
Server sIde pages in Java:
Our team was busy with
developing new approach to
generate WEB pages dynamically
with Java code that was run on
server side. We had designed
special “CGI to Java” bridge to do
it. The approach and ideas were
very close to JSP (Java Server
Pages)/ASP technologies that
appeared later.
JavaScript WEB applications:
Started developing client side
WEB applications that heavily
used JavaScript. Interaction of
the application with a server had
been done via invisible Java
applet and in general worked like
AJAX now days.

2000 - 2005 Multiplatform
UI framework, personal
project
Accumulated my front-end
development experience into
development of light weight visual
components library (LwVCL) that
was abstract enough to be ported
into various platforms. The
approach was successfully ported
to .NET (C#, Mono), Eclipse
SWT (Standard Widget Toolkit)
and J2ME platforms.
The library provided more than 30
of various UI components, was
very small (about 180Kb in JAR
file) what made possible to use it
on quite sluggish portable
devices.
LwVCL J2SE version had been
awarded by Sun Microsystems at
one of the competition as the best
J2SE project.

2003 - 2009 Analyst,
European Patent Office
(EPO), Rijswijk, The
Netherlands
Started using Java Struts. It was
one of the first server side page
generation framework that
provided much more
(comparatively to JSP) abstracted
way of a building WEB
applications (page templates,
internalization, flow control, etc).
Developed EPO Java Online
Filing Client front-end application
using LwVCL as a basement. The
application was supposed to be
used to register and track patent
requests that came to EPO.
Client-server communication was
built above special business rules
engine that had common protocol
for Delphi, Java and WEB frontend clients. Java UI was stored
as number of well-formed,
readable XML files.
The only screenshot of the Java
front-end client I could make is
shown at the left. More
screenshots requires prod server
connection.

2009 - 2012 University of
Amsterdam, Research
Developer
Visualize to find a sense:
Switched to scientific subject text processing and text analyzing
research development.
Meanwhile front-end development
was take a place in my activities
there. JavaScript (JQuery) and a
bit of Python + Django on server
side were applied to create WEB
application for media data
visualization. The application was
supposed to be used by
researches to analyze
coincidences between preprocessed media data.
The video tutorial of the
application can be found following
the link below:
https://youtu.be/MdHUsDklm8U

Related research paper can be
found following the link below:
http://bit.ly/1Yw2WCQ

2012 - present, JNET,
Software Architect, Delft
My front-end experience is highly
demanded in the company where
I am working now. For last three
years I have participated in
development, designing, mock-up
creation, usability improvements
of more than 10 various frontend projects created with
different technologies: JSF
(PrimeFace and RichFace
frameworks), JQuery, JQuery
Mobile, Vaadin (GWT based),
Angular (small pilot), Zebra
easy OOP, Zebra JS.

2012 - Now, HTML5 Rich
WEB UI, personal project
Again has started own projectZebra. This is JavaScript
framework that renders rich set of
various UI components on top of
HTML5 Canvas element following
well structured Easy OOP
JavaScript concept. The result is
extendable, well designed OOP
UI components library that allows
developers to paint any desirable
and imaginable user interface.
WEB applications written with
Zebra is almost completely
consists of JS code. Zebra
supports JSON to be used for
defining UI forms.
The approach is quite promising
regarding development of single
page applications, mobile
applications. Thanks to proper
easy JavaScript OOP model it
helps to keep development in
order.
More details:
https://github.com/barmalei/
zebra

